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Abstract

PixelMaps are a new pixel-orientedvisualdatamining
techniquefor large spatialdatasets.They combinekernel-
density-basedclusteringwith pixel-orienteddisplaysto em-
phasizeclusters while avoiding overlap in locally dense
point setson maps. Becausea full evaluation of density
functionsis prohibitivelyexpensive, wealsoproposean ef-
ficientapproximation,Fast-PixelMap, basedona synthesis
of thequadtreeandgridfile datastructures.

1 Intr oduction

Progressin technologynow allows computersystemsto
storeandexchangedatasetsthat were,until recently, con-
sideredextraordinarilyvast. Almost all transactionsof ev-
erydaylife (purchasesmadewith credit cards,web pages
visited,andtelephonecallsmade)arerecordedby comput-
ers.Thisdatais collectedbecauseof its potentialto provide
acompetitiveadvantageto its holders.Findingvaluablede-
tails that revealfine structureshiddenin thedata,however,
is difficult.

In many applicationdomains,datais collectedandrefer-
encedby its geo-spatiallocation. Consider, for example,a
creditcardpurchasetransactionrecordthatdescribesprod-
ucts,quantities,time, andaddressesof both the customer
andmerchant.Therearemany waysof approachinganal-
ysisof this data,includingcreatingstatisticalmodels,clus-
tering, andfinding associationrules,but often it is just as
importantto find relationshipsinvolving geographicloca-
tion.

Automateddataminingalgorithmsareindispensablefor
analyzinglarge geo-spatialdatasets,but often fall short
of completelysatisfactoryresults.Althoughautomaticap-
proacheshave beendevelopedfor mining geo-spatialdata

[3], they areoftennobetterthansimplevisualizationsof the
dataon amap.Interactivedataminingbasedonasynthesis
of automaticandvisualdataminingmaynotonly yield bet-
ter results,but offer a higherdegreeof usersatisfactionand
confidencein thefindings[3]. Presentingdatain aninterac-
tive,graphicalform oftenfostersnew insights,encouraging
theformationandvalidationof new hypothesesto theendof
betterproblem-solvingandgainingdeeperdomainknowl-
edge.Analysismayinvolvemultiple parameters,shown on
multiple maps. If all mapsin sucha collection show the
datain thesameway, it maybeeasierto relatetheparame-
tersandto detectlocalcorrelations,dependencies,andother
interestingpatterns.Ontheotherhand,whenlargedatasets
aredrawnonmaps,theproblemof identifyinglocalpatterns
is greatlyconfoundedby undesiredoverlapof datapointsin
denselypopulatedareas,while lightly populatedareasare
almostempty.
PreviousApproachesThereareseveralapproachesto cop-
ing with densegeographicdata alreadyin commonuse.
Onepopularmethodis a 2.5D visualizationshowing data
pointsaggregatedupto mapregions.Thistechniqueiscom-
merciallyavailablein systemssuchasVisualInsight’s In3D
[1] andESRI’s ArcView [2]. Anotherapproach,showing
moredetail, is thevisualizationof individualdatapointsas
barson a map.This techniqueis embodiedin systemssuch
asSGI’s MineSet[5] andAT&T’ s Swift 3D [6]. An alter-
native thatdoesnot aggregatedata,andstill avoidsoverlap
in the two-dimensionaldisplay, is the Gridfit method[7].
Theideaof Gridfit is to automaticallyrepositionpixelsthat
wouldoverlap,anideawealsoadoptin this contribution.
Our Approach In this paperwe describePixelMaps,a
new approachto the displayof densepoint setson maps,
which combinesclusteringand visualization. PixelMaps
arenovel in severalways:First, they providea new tool for
exploratorydataanalysiswith largepoint setsonmaps,and
thusaugmentthe flexibility , creativity, anddomainknowl-
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edge of human data analysts. Second, they combine ad-
vanced clustering algorithms with pixel-oriented visualiza-
tion, and thus exploit the computational and graphics capa-
bilities of current computer systems.

2 Problem Definition

The problem of visualizing geo-spatial data can be de-
scribed as a mapping of input data points, with their origi-
nal positions and associated statistical data values, to unique
positions on an output map. Let� be the set of original
data points�������
	��������������� � , where����� � ���� � ����  is
the original position of a data point, and! ��� ���  ������ ! $�� ���  
are statistical parameters associated with a point. Since� is
assumed to be large, it is likely that many data points& and'

have the same original positions,i.e. ��� � � ) . Let the data
display space+ ! be defined as+ ! � ��0 ���� � 3 5 7 � 9 : � <��0 ���� � ? 5 7 � 9 : � , where 3 5 7 � and ? 5 7 � are the extents
of the display region. Our goal is to determine a mapping
function E from the original data set to a solution setF �
� H 	 ������ H � � � � � 0 K H �� K 3 5 7 � 9 : � 0 K H �� K ? 5 7 � 9 :
such thatE R
� T F ��E � � �  � H � W & � ��0 ���� ��[ 9 : �
�
i.e. E determines the new positionH � of � � . The mapping
function must satisfy three constraints:

1. No overlap Constraint
The first and most important constraint is that all data
points must be visible, which means that each one must
be assigned to a unique position. Formally, this means
& ]� ' ^ H � ]� H ) W & � ' b � : ���� ��[ 9 : �

2. Position Preservation Constraint
The second constraint is that the new positions
should be as close as possible to the original
ones. We measure this objective by summing
the absolute distances of the data points from
their original positions c ������ d�	 f � � � � H �  9 T g & i
or the relative distances between the data points
c ������ d�	 c �����)�d�	�k � ld ) � f � H � � H )  9 f � � � ��� )   o 9 T g & i .
The distance functionf can be defined by aq 5 -norm
( g � : or g � s ). This constraint ensures that the
display closely represents the original data. The spe-
cific data analysis task at hand probably determines
whether an absolute or relative metric is more suitable.

3. Clustering Constraint
The third constraint involves clustering on one of the
statistical attributes!�� ��& b � 0 ������ u � . The idea
is to present the data points such that those with
high similarity in !�� are close to each other1. In
other words, points in a neighborhood of any given

1We assume that the clustering depends on the statistical attributev wx v y�z { { { z v
} ~ .

data point should have similar values, so the out-
put has pixel coherence. This can be expressed as:
c � � �� d�	 c � � ��� � � � � � f�� � ! � H �  � ! � H�)   9 T g & i . Note
that this depends on the definition of the neighborhood� �

of data points�
� , and the distance functionf
� on
the statistical attribute! .

Trade-Offs and Complexity While it is not too hard to
find a good solution for any of these three constraints taken
individually, they are difficult to optimize simultaneously.
Since we give priority to constraint 1 (no overlap), the other
two constraints often conflict. If constraint 2 is optimized,
the location information is retained as much as possible but
there may be little pixel coherence in the display. If con-
straint 3 is satisfied, the data is clustered according to! but
the location information may be destroyed. Therefore, our
goal is to find a good trade-off between constraints 2 and 3.
This is a complex optimization problem that is likely to be
NP-hard.

3 The PixelMap Algorithm

In this section, we describe an algorithm for making
PixelMaps by optimizing the objectives described previ-
ously. The PixelMap algorithm solves the optimization
problem by kernel density estimation and an iterative lo-
cal repositioning scheme. It starts by computing a kernel-
density-estimation-based clustering in the three dimensions
� ���� � ���� � ! � � �   . Kernel density is a way of estimating the
density of a statistical value� ! � � �   at all locations in a
region based on� �
�� ������  . The clustering defines sets of re-
lated pixels determined by the two spatial dimensions and
the additional statistical parameter. The idea is to place all
data points belonging to the same cluster in proximate dis-
play pixels. The next step is a second kernel density es-
timation based clustering on the two geographical dimen-
sions � ���� � ����� . The information obtained in the two cluster-
ing steps is used for iterative positioning of the data points.
Starting with the densest region, all data points belonging to
one cluster are placed at neighboring pixels without over-
writing previously placed ones. If multiple clusters are in
the same area, the smallest cluster is positioned first. After
all pixels in an area are positioned, the algorithm applies the
same procedure to the clusters of the next densest region,
until all the data points are positioned. Outliers and very
small clusters, which would otherwise be treated as noise,
are at last positioned at the remaining free pixels.
Complexity of the PixelMap Algorithm. Since our goal is
to cluster many points locally according to a statistical pa-
rameter, we must anticipate a large number (� � i  ) of rela-
tively small clusters. This requires the kernel density esti-
mation to be computed at a fine grain, with many peaks that
must be discovered (such as by hill-climbing). In addition,



the smoothness (� ) of the kernel function needs to vary with
spatial density, and different kernel functions are needed
for the spatial and statistical dimensions. These problems
make it computationally prohibitive to directly implement
the PixelMap algorithm for large data sets.

4 Fast-PixelMap - An Efficient Solution of
the PixelMap Problem

The basic idea of Fast-PixelMap is to rescale certain
map regions to better fit dense point clouds to unique po-
sitions on the output map. TheFast-PixelMap-algorithm
is an efficient heuristic approximation to thePixelMap-
algorithm, combining some of the advantages of grid-
files and quadtrees in a new data structure to approximate
the kernel density functions and enable placement of data
points at unique output map positions. This data structure
supports, first, the recursive partitioning of both the geo-
spatial data set and the Euclidean 2D display space to enable
an efficient distortion of the map regions, second, an auto-
matic smoothing depending on the x-y density, and third, an
array-based 3D density estimation.

The above mentioned recursive partitioning can be effi-
ciently stored as a binary tree in each case, and the combi-
nation of both binary trees within a single multidimensional
array. This combination is realized through the storage of
the coordinates of the two different arising split points (in
the data and in the display space) in each top-down con-
struction step. Note, that our data structure uses midden
split-operations according to different parameters. In case
of the geo-spatial data set, a gridfile-like midden-split, and
in case of the display space, a quadtree-like midden split op-
eration is performed. The gridfile-like partitioning of geo-
spatial data sets applies split operations within the 10% sur-
rounding neighborhood of the middle point (left+right)/2 of
the arising geo-spatial partition. The recursion terminates if
the maximal split level is reached, or if a partition contains
fewer than four data points. The goal is to find dense areas
in the spatial dimensions� ���� � �
��� and to allocate enough
pixels to place all the points of these dense regions at unique
positions. The Fast-PixelMap data structure enables, in a
second step, the efficient distortion of certain map regions
in the 2D display space, by relocating all data points within
the old boundaries of the quadtree partition to new posi-
tions within new boundaries of the quadtree partition. After
rescaling all data points to the new boundaries, the itera-
tive positioning of data points starts with the densest region.
Within a region, the smallest cluster is chosen first. The iter-
ative pixel position heuristic places all data points belonging
to one cluster at adjacent pixels without overwriting exist-
ing ones.
Complexity The time complexity of the proposed approach
is � � i�� � � o i  . The additional space overhead,0 � i � � � � i  ,

is negligible. This additional space is needed by the Fast-
PixelMap data structure to store the original data points with
a constant number of split-operations (which depends on the
maximal split-level).

5 Application and Evaluation

We experimentally compared the Fast-PixelMap algo-
rithm with a genetic algorithm for multi-objective optimiza-
tion [8], and with PixelMap (based on the DenClue cluster-
ing algorithm [4]). We evaluated them with respect to time
efficiency and the objectives presented in section 2. The ex-
periments were run using a sample of� 0 0 0 0 points from the
U.S. Year 2000 Census Household Income Database, on a
700 MHz Pentium computer with 1GByte of main memory.
Efficiency and Effectiveness Figure 2 shows time-
performance curves of all three methods, with varying de-
grees of input point overlap. The efficiency results show
that the average number of data points assigned to the same
position plays an important role in the performance of all
three methods. The results indicate that the Fast-PixelMap
algorithm outperforms the other two methods for all degrees
of overlap, and is computationally practical for large spatial
data sets. Effectiveness can be measured with respect to
the three optimization goals defined in section 2. Figure
3 shows measured error curves for the three optimization
goals. In summary, the results show that Fast-PixelMap is
an effective approximation for the pixel placement problem,
and is practical for visually exploring large geo-spatial sta-
tistical data sets in search of local correlations.
Visual Evaluation and Applications Formal measures of
effectiveness are only meaningful if they lead to useful vi-
sualizations. Figure 1 shows a sample from the U.S. Year
2000 Census Median Household Income Database for the
State New York, which in general validates the mathemati-
cally defined effectiveness criteria.

6 Conclusions

We presented the PixelMap algorithm, which combines
kernel-density-based- clustering with a novel pixel-based
visualization technique. It avoids loss of information due to
overplotting of data points. It assigns each input data point
to a unique pixel in 2D screen space, and balances the trade-
off of spatial locality (absolute and relative position preser-
vation) with clustering to achieve pixel coherence. We also
described the Fast-PixelMap heuristic that provides efficient
approximate solutions to the PixelMap optimization prob-
lem, and is of practical value for exploring geo-spatial sta-
tistical data.
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Figure 1. New York State Year 1999 Median
Household Personal Income - PixelMap dis-
plays cluster regions. Note high-income clus-
ters on the East side of Manhattan’s Central
Park, and low-income clusters on the West
end of Brooklyn.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the efficiency
of Fast-PixelMap, PixelMap, and a multi-
objective genetic optimization algorithm (log-
scale)
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Figure 3. Effectiveness Measurement of the
defined optimization constraints 1, 2, and 3
in section 2 (log-scale)
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